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The reaction of H2 on Cu~100! is investigated using a four-dimensional~4D! quantum dynamical
fixed-site model to assess the influence of molecular rotation on dissociation over the most reactive
~the bridge! site. The potential energy surface~PES! is a fit to the results of density functional
calculations performed using a generalized gradient approximation treating a Cu slab with a periodic
overlayer of H2. Dissociation probabilities for molecules with ‘‘helicoptering’’ (mj5 j ) and
‘‘cartwheeling’’ ~mj50! rotational motions are here found to be comparable because of the strong
corrugation in the azimuthal coordinate. The calculations indicate that reaction is accompanied by
significant rotationally inelastic scattering. Surprisingly, vibrational excitation is also found to be an
efficient process in collisions with the reactive bridge site. In these collisions, the molecular axis is
tilted away from the orientation parallel from the surface. Considering the approximate nature of the
4D model used, the calculated reaction probabilities are in good agreement with experiment,
indicating that the PES that was used is accurate. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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ctI. INTRODUCTION
Activated dissociation of H2 on copper surfaces is one o
the most studied subjects in the area of gas–surface rea
dynamics. The results of experiments measuring the de
dence of the dissociation probability on the incidence an
translational energy, and the rovibrational state of
molecule1–13 are available as benchmarks to which the
sults of computational models14–38 can be compared. To
date, a full six-dimensional~6D! quantum mechanical de
scription of activated dissociation of H2 has not yet been
carried out but low-dimensional models treating the m
important coordinates have successfully explained many
perimental observations. Two-dimensional~2D! models
demonstrated that vibrational energy increases the react
for systems where the dissociation barrier lies in the produ
channel.14–19The importance of rotational motion was dem
onstrated in three-dimensional~3D! and four-dimensiona
~4D! calculations, which showed that important dynamic
effects are lost in calculations that restrict the molecu
orientation.19–30 The role of translational motion parallel t
the surface has been studied using other computati
models.31–38
In the current study we use a 4D model in which the2
center of mass remains fixed over a bridge site on
Cu~100! surface. Dissociation above this site~with the atoms
moving to the hollow sites! has the lowest associated diss
ciation barrier of all the high-symmetry impact sites. It
reasonable to expect this configuration and those closely
lated to it to be the most important contributors to dissoc
tion near the energetic threshold. The model treats the4248 J. Chem. Phys. 106 (10), 8 March 1997 0021-9606/97/
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬liceion
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face atoms as static and the scattering occurs on a si
potential energy surface. The model incorporates impor
aspects of the surface corrugation because the H2–surface
i teraction depends on the azimuthal angle of the molec
axis: thef50° andf590° ~u590°! orientations show both
the lowest~0.48 eV! and the highest~1.37 eV! barriers that
are associated with the four dissociation routes investiga
previously for parallel approaches of the molecule.39 Similar
models have been used to study dissociation on the Cu~111!
surface.28,30 Center-of-mass motion normal to the surfac
the H–H internuclear separation, and the coordinates de
ing the orientation of the molecular axis are explicitly i
cluded in the calculation and are treated quantum mech
cally. The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is solved
using a wave-packet method. Although the model does
provide quantitative agreement with experimental obser
tions, the calculations yield important new insights into t
dynamics of the reaction and rovibrationally inelastic scatt
ing from the bridge site.
An important element in the present work is the use o
potential energy surface~PES!, which is a fit to recent elec-
tronic structure calculations.39 Density functional theory
~DFT! incorporating a generalized gradient approximati
was used to determine the energetics of an overlayer of
drogen molecules above a copper slab for a large numbe
molecular geometries. The results of these calculations w
fit to analytic functions to provide 2D, 4D, and 6D PESs f
the H21Cu~100! system. Previous studies have used th
potentials in a 2D model for dissociation above a bridge s
to hollow sites18 and in a 4D model examining the influenc
of the variation of the barrier height with the surface impa106(10)/4248/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadpoint and the influence of the availability of diffractio
channels.37,38 The present work complements these stud
by focusing on the effects of rotational motion on the dis
ciation dynamics.
The computational model, including an outline of th
wave-packet method and a description of the PES, used
described in Sec. II. The results of the 4D calculations a
discussion are given in Sec. III. We also describe some
calculations in which the rotational angle is held fixed, whi
aid in interpreting some of the 4D results. Sec. IV prese
the conclusions drawn from the work.
II. THEORY
The model problem considered here is for dissociation
H2 above a Cu–Cu bridge site on the~100! surface. The
coordinate system used is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the pres
calculations,X andY are kept fixed so that the molecula
center of mass is constrained to remain above the bridge
The dynamics of the Cu atoms are not treated in the mo
The Hamiltonian describing the motion of the H nuclei
given by
Ĥ52
\2
2M
]2
]Z2
2
\2
2m
]2
]r 2
1
ĵ 2
2mr 2
1V4D~Z,r ,u,f!, ~1!
whereM andm are the total mass and reduced mass of2,
respectively,ĵ 2 is the square of the rotational angular m
mentum operator, andV4D is the interaction potential.
The interaction potential is represented by the expres
V4D~Z,r ,u,f!5V00b~Z,r !Y00~u,f!
1V20b~Z,r !Y20~u,f!
1V20e~Z,r !Y2e~u,f!, ~2!
whereY00 andY20 are spherical harmonic functions andY2e
is given by
Y2e~u,f!5A 12@Y22~u,f!1Y222~u,f!#. ~3!
The expansion coefficients are related to four 2D poten
energy surfaces fitted to the results of density functional
culations. These 2D potentials describe dissociation w
parallel ~u590°! and tilted ~u5140.8°! orientations toward
the hollow~f50°! and top~f590°! surface sites. The DFT
FIG. 1. Coordinate system used in 4D H2/Cu~100! calculations.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lices
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calculations were performed using the generalized grad
approximation. Complete details of the DFT calculations a
fitting procedure are available in Ref. 39. The barrier
dissociation to hollow sites is located atZ51.99a0 and
r52.33a0 with a height of 0.48 eV. Dissociation to top site
is endothermic with a barrier of 1.37 eV located
Z52.86a0 and r53.95a0 .
The wave function is represented using the clo
coupling wave-packet,~CCWP! method,40–42 which com-
bines a description of the rotational degrees of freedom us
an expansion in a set of spherical harmonic basis functi
with a grid representation of motion in theZ and r coordi-
nates. Large basis expansions were needed for these ca
tions since the energy of the rotational states decreasesr
increases. As the molecule dissociates, states with large
ues of j become energetically accessible and must be
cluded in the expansion. For example, the energy of
j520 state is approximately 1 eV forr52.5a0 . Numerical
tests indicated that converged results were obtained by
cluding states up toj528. While, for large expansions, th
computational work in the CCWP method may scale as
square of the number of basis functions, it is often poss
to exploit the sparseness of the potential coupling matrix
obtain a more favorable scaling.43,44 In this particular case,
the interaction potential used is such that it couples spher
harmonic functions that differ only byD j , Dmj50, 62. Al-
though 225 basis functions were included for calculations
even j , each rotational state is coupled to at most nine ot
states so the computational work associated with the po
tial term in the Hamiltonian scales as;22539 instead of
2252.
The size of the two-dimensional grids describing theZ
and r dependence of the wave function is reduced by us
L-shaped grids that cover the regions of coordinate sp
where the wave function is nonzero.45 A total of 192 and 32
grid points were used in theZ coordinate in the reactants
interaction and products regions, respectively. In ther coor-
dinate 16 grid points were used in the reactants–interac
region and an additional 16 points were added in the pr
ucts regions. The grid extended fromZ521.0a0 to
Z527.65a0 and fromr50.4a0 to r56.6a0 .
For the Hamiltonian given above the time-depend
Schrödinger equation can be written as an initial value pro
lem. The initial wave function representing the incident H2 in
a state with rotational quantum numbersj 0 andmj0 and vi-
brational quantum numbern0, and with a distribution of val-
ues of center-of-mass translational momentum is written
C~Z,r ,u,f,t50!
5Yj 0mj 0
~u,f!xn0 j 0~r !E2`
`
dkzb~kz!
exp~ ikzZ!
A2p
, ~4!
wherexn0 j 0 is the vibrational wave function. The momentu
distribution has a Gaussian form in these calculations an
given byNo. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadb~kz!5S 2z2p D
1/4
exp@2~kz02kz!
2z21 i ~kz02kz!Z0#.
~5!
The wave function has a widthz, and is centered on the poin
Z0, having an average translational momentum ofkz0. For
each initial rovibrational state of interest, calculations we
performed for two different energy ranges. Low-energy c
lisions of H2 in the ground rovibrational state were studi
using the parametersz50.5364a0 andkz0510.87a0
21 and for
higher collision energiesz50.5222a0 and kz0514.10a0
21
were used. Thesekz0 values correspond to total energies
0.696 and 0.995 eV, respectively. For other initial rotatio
states the value ofkz0 was adjusted so that the most probab
total energy was the same as that of the ground rovibratio
state. The initial wave function was centered atZ0517.0a0
in all calculations.
The value ofC at later times is evaluated by computin
the action of the time evolution operator on the initial wa
function. This is done by expanding the evolution operato
a series of Chebyshev polynomials.46 Implementation of this
method involves the repeated application of the Hamilton
operator to the wave function. Within the CCWP repres
tation, the rotational term in the Hamiltonian is a local o
erator that is evaluated by multiplying the wave function
the appropriate eigenvalue. The potential energy term is lo
in r andZ and nonlocal inj andmj , involving sparse-matrix
vector multiplications on the grid points inr and Z. The
terms representing the center-of-mass translational en
and vibration are nonlocal and are evaluated using the
Fourier transform method.47,48 Time steps of 100 a.u. wer
used in the calculations.
S-matrix elements describing transitions between the
tial state of the wave function and final scattered gas-ph
states are computed using a procedure developed by Ba
Kurti and co-workers49–51 to treat photodissociation and co
linear atom–diatom scattering. More recently, the meth
was extended to treat diatom–surface scattering.52 A divid-
ing surface defined byZ5Z` is selected in the asymptoti
gas-phase region where the interaction between the mole
and the surface is negligible and the amplitude of the in
dent wave function is zero. As the wave function is prop
gated in time, the overlap of the wave function with t
eigenstates of the gas-phase molecule at the dividing sur
are computed at regular time intervals
Cj 8mj8n8~Z` ,t !
5E drxn8 j 8* ~r !E dr̂Yj 8mj8* ~ r̂ !C~Z` ,r , r̂ ,t !, ~6!
wherer̂5~u,f!. These time-dependent coefficients are tra
formed into energy-resolved coefficients by use of ha
Fourier transforms
Aj 8mj8n8~E8!5E0t8dteiE8t/\Cj 8mj8n8~Z` ,t !, ~7!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬licee
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whereE8 is the total energy of the molecule. The integrati
over time continues as long as the wave packet continue
have amplitude at the analysis surface. The energy-reso
coefficients can be evaluated over the range of energies
which the incident wave packet has nonnegligible amplitu
TheS-matrix elements are given by
Sj 0mj0n0→ j 8mj8n8~E8!5d j 0 j 8dmj0mj8dn0n8e
2 i2kz8Z`
2S kz8kj 8n88
2p
D 1/2\e2 ik j 8n88 Z`
Mb~2kz8!
Aj 8mj8n8~E8!,
~8!
wherekj 8n8
8 5 @2M (E8 2 e j 8n8)/\
2#1/2 andkz8 5 @2M (E8
2 e j 0n0)/\
2#1/2. Since the probability of a transition betwee
the initial state and each final gas-phase rovibrational sta
given by the squared modulus of theS-matrix element, the
dissociation probability,PD , for an incident energyE8 is
given by
PD512 (
j 8mj8n8
uSj 0mj0n0→ j 8mj8n8~E8!u
2. ~9!
The summation includes all energetically accessible g
phase states at the energy of interest.
Since the scattering information is obtained by analyz
the outgoing wave function atZ5Z` , the outgoing wave
function is not needed beyond this point and can be remo
using an optical potential. The functional form used is53
Vabs~x!
5H iVmaxabs@~x2xminabs!/~xmaxabs2xminabs!#2, xminabs<x<xmaxabs ,0, x,xminabs ,
~10!
where the variablex is Z andr in the reactants and produc
asymptotic regions, respectively. The final state analysis
performed atZ`520.75a0 . The parameters for the absorbin
potential in the gas-phase region wereZmin
abs521.05a0 and
Zmax
abs527.65a0. For the absorbing potential on the surfac
the valuesrmin
abs 5 4.8a0 and rmax
abs56.6a0 were used. The
strength,Vmax
abs , of the absorbing potentials was 1.0 eV.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dissociation probabilities and probabilities for trans
tions to final gas-phase states were computed for var
initial rovibrational states of H2. Figure 2 shows the prob
abilities for dissociation of H2 initially in the ground rovibra-
tional state as a function of incident translational energy. T
dissociation probability becomes nonzero when the tran
tional energy reaches 0.37 eV and increases rapidly w
increasing energy. The curve exhibits a number of maxi
and minima that are mostly related to the opening up
additional channels.54,55The dissociation probability reache
a maximum value of 0.46 but then decreases to an asy
totic value of about 0.4. The dynamical threshold, defined
the energy at which the probability is half its asympto
value, is at 0.47 eV. This value corresponds closely toNo. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadbarrier height of 0.48 eV from the PES. Other computatio
studies have found similar correspondence between the
namical threshold and the height of the effective barrier.26,56
The dynamical threshold may be seen as an effective ba
height, i.e., as the sum of the potential barrier height and
difference of the zero-point energy of the molecule at
transition state and of the molecule in the gas phase.
close correspondence between the computed threshold v
and the barrier height of the PES suggests that the zero-p
energy at the barrier is comparable to that of gas-phase2.
The results of earlier calculations18 using a 2D model
with the same potential used here but withu andf fixed at
90° and 0°, respectively, are reproduced in Fig. 2. The
results have a lower dynamical threshold than the 4D res
illustrating that dissociation occurs most readily when
molecule is parallel to the surface with its internuclear bo
pointed toward the surface hollow sites. The lower satura
value seen in the 4D calculations is due to collisions be
unreactive for many molecular orientations. As will be d
cussed later on, 2D calculations show that orientations
which u590° and the atoms point to the top sites are un
active. Likewise, the 2D calculations suggest that reac
does not occur for any anglef for anglesu that differ from
90° by more than 20°.
The dissociation probability for H2 initially in the ground
vibrational state obtained from a fit to experimental measu
ments is shown in Fig. 2.57 Experimental measurements we
fit to the functional form
Pn~E!5
A
2
„11tanh$@E2T~n!#/W~n!%…, ~11!
wheren is the initial vibrational state of the molecule,A is
the saturation value,T is the energetic threshold, andW is
the width of the dissociation probability versus energy cur
The computed saturation value, 0.40, and the experime
value, 0.39, are in good agreement. The computed dynam
FIG. 2. Computed dissociation probability of H2 as a function of transla-
tional energy for then050, j 050 state. The dissociation probability from
2D model ~Ref. 18! and a fit to experimental measurements~Ref. 57! are
shown.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬licel
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threshold, 0.47 eV, is about 0.1 eV lower than the expe
mental value of 0.58 eV.57 It is likely that the difference is
due, in part, to the neglect of parallel translational motio
Previous 4D calculations in which the H2 orientation was
kept fixed but in which barriers across the whole unit c
were sampled37,38 showed that, compared to the 2D bridg
to-hollow model, the dynamical threshold associated w
the reaction probability increases by 0.2 eV when para
translational motion is included. A definite verdict on th
accuracy of the PES has to await 6D calculations mode
all molecular degrees of freedom. It is encouraging that
present 4D result comes out 0.1 eV too low rather than
high.
The dependence of the dissociation probability on in
dent translational energy for molecules initially in thej 053
and 4 states is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Figu
3 and 4 show that the probability is strongly dependent
themj quantum number. In particular, initial quantum stat
FIG. 3. Dissociation probability of H2 as a function of translational energ
for the n050, j 053 states.
FIG. 4. Dissociation probability of H2 as a function of translational energ
for the n050, j 054 states.No. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadwith j 01mj 0 equal to an even integer have lower thresho
for dissociation than those withj 01mj 0 odd. Sheng and
Zhang23 previously found this result in calculations using
flat surface model. The wave function describing the incid
molecule in the rotational statej 0,mj 0 is an eigenfunction of
the exchange operator with eigenvalue (21) j 0. The wave
function describing the dissociated atoms on the surfac
also an eigenfunction of the exchange operator and has
eigenvalue (21)mj 0 for symmetric molecule–surface vibra
tional states~which includes the ground state! and either
1(21)mj 0 or 2(21)mj 0 for antisymmetric molecule–
surface vibrational states. During the collision with the fl
surface, the azimuthal quantum number is conserved.
gives rise to the restriction that for states withj 01mj 0 odd
the antisymmetric molecule–surface stretch mode is alw
excited with at least one quantum, both at the transition s
and in the atom–surface potential energy minimum.23 The
reason that we obtain the same result here is a consequ
of the twofold rotational symmetry of the fixed-site mode
the PES for such a model allows transitions in themj quan-
tum number but only by even integers so the eigenvalue
the exchange operator remain the same as for the flat su
model. The same result would, of course, be obtained for
fixed-site model of 2n-fold rotational symmetry.
An unexpected result regarding the dependence of
dissociation probability on the initialmj quantum number is
that molecules rotating in a cartwheel fashion (mj 050) are
nearly as likely to dissociate as those rotating like helicop
(mj 05 j ). This behavior differs from that seen in other ca
culations of scattering from flat23,25 and corrugated28,30 sur-
faces, which predict that molecules rotating with
helicopter-type motion are more likely to dissociate th
those with a cartwheel-type motion. For instance, the dis
ciation threshold of thej55 manifold was found to show a
monotonic decrease asmj increased from 0 to 5 in a recen
computational study of the H2/Cu~111! system that used a
potential with azimuthal corrugation.30 The preference for
dissociation of helicopter-type motion was explained as a
ing from the fact that dissociation occurs only when the m
lecular bond is nearly parallel to the surface. Since helic
tering molecules spend a greater fraction of their time w
the preferred orientation than cartwheeling molecules, t
would then have larger dissociation probabilities:
The present calculations indicate that the situation can
more complicated for surfaces with strong azimuthal cor
gation. For dissociation above a bridge site, the minim
energy dissociation pathway occurs with the internucl
axis lying parallel to the surface~u590°! and pointing to-
ward the fourfold hollow sites~f50°!. The wave function
representing the dissociated atoms will have a large am
tude above the hollow sites but will be negligible above
top sites~f590°! because the barrier for dissociation to t
top sites is very high~1.37 eV!.39 An incident wave function
with this same symmetry would be expected to have
largest possible dissociation probabilities. For example,
incident wave function containing equal contributions of t
Y11 andY121 rotational states might be optimal for dissociJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lices
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tion because its highest probability occurs foru590°,f50°
while for f590° the probability is zero.
Considering incident molecules with helicopter-type m
tion, although their angular distribution is largest foru near
90°, the azimuthal distribution is isotropic, as it is for a
values ofmj , rather than centered aroundf50°, which
would be optimal. Incident molecules with cartwheeling m
tion will not have the proper orientation in eitheru or f to
dissociate readily. For both helicoptering and cartwheel
rotational motion, dissociation can occur if the PES induc
transitions to other rotational states to produce, by supe
sition, a wave function describing a properly oriented m
ecule at the transition state. Focusing on the azimuthal
entation, if the proper wave function contains equ
contributions of1mj and2mj quantum states for eachj ~as
is the case for the ‘‘optimal’’Y1,11Y121 state!, this is
achieved most easily for cartwheeling motion because
symmetry of the surface is such that themj 050 state is
coupled equally well to the1mj and2mj states for a par-
ticular j state. For helicoptering motion, populating the2mj
state when the azimuthal quantum number of the incid
molecule is1mj requires a largeDmj if j is very large. For
either case, it is likely that formation of a wave function wi
the proper symmetry inu andf at the transition state will
require populating rotational states with significantly diffe
ent valuesmj and, perhaps,j quantum numbers than those
the incident wave function. Recent experimental obser
tions of the rotational distributions of D2, which associa-
tively desorbs from Cu~111!, indicate that dissociation prob
abilities of molecules with helicopter and cartwhe
rotational motion may be comparable,58 and that the prefer-
ence for dissociation of molecules with helicopter-type ro
tion is not as high as suggested by previous mo
calculations.25,27,28,30 The strong preference for helicopte
dissociation found in these studies was either due to the
of a flat surface model25,27 or due to the use of a potentia
that did not incorporate thef dependence as rigorously a
our potential.39 Furthermore, all these calculations dealt wi
the less-corrugated~111! surface of copper.
As was seen for the ground rovibrational state, there
significant amount of structure evident in the dissociat
probabilities in Figs. 3 and 4. Some features such as
location of broad maxima are common to several of the
tial states and seem to be related to new channels ope
up.54,55For example, the maximum in thej50 curve in Fig.
2 atE50.6 eV occurs at the same total energy as the max
in the j 053,mj 051 andj 053,mj 053 curves atE50.53 eV
and thej 054, mj 0 5 0, j 054, mj 0 5 2, and j 054, mj 054
curves atE50.47 eV. Other features such as the spike
E50.63 eV in thej 054, mj 052 curve in Fig. 4 are cause
by resonances. Although these features are interesting
have not attempted to analyze them in detail.
Figure 5 shows the orientationally averaged dissociat
probabilities for thej50, 3, and 4 states as a function
translational energy. For comparison purposes, the disso
tion probability for H2 in the ground vibrational state ob
tained from a functional fit to experimental data is showNo. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadagain.57 It is difficult to specify particular values for the satu
ration values, width, and energetic thresholds of the co
puted curves for eachj using the functional form given in
Eq. ~11!. However, it is evident that the threshold ener
increases with increasingj quantum number, indicating tha
for translational energies comparable to the barrier hei
rotational energy hinders dissociation for the lowj states
examined here. The width of the dissociation curves
creases with increasingj , also. Although detailed experimen
tal results on the H2/Cu~100! system are not available, thes
predictions are consistent with experimental results for H2 on
Cu~111!,9,10 which showed that rotation inhibits dissociatio
for j,4 and enhances it for higherj values. The widths of
the experimental dissociation curves were found to broa
slightly ~i.e., the slopes decreased! with increasingj but to a
lesser extent than in the computed curves shown here.
Figure 5 indicates that the translational energy at wh
the dissociation probability becomes nonzero decreases
increasingj . The total energies~rovibrational1translational!
at which the dissociation probabilities first become nonz
are nearly the same for the averaged states. However
slope of thej 050 curve is the steepest, followed by that
the j 053 curve. This suggests that in low-energy collision
rotational energy can couple to the reaction coordinate
be used to help cross the energetic barrier. However,
same amount of energy would be much more effective
promoting dissociation if it were put in translation.
Experimental observations indicate that vibrationally e
cited H2 is responsible for most of the dissociation seen
low incident translational energies.57 The results of calcula-
tions for H2 initially in the n051, j 050 state are shown in
Fig. 6. The dissociation probability for vibrationally excite
molecules obtained from a fit to experimental observation
shown, also.57 The computed dynamical threshold is abo
0.1 eV below the experimental value, roughly the same
ference as was seen for dissociation from the ground s
The computed 4D curve is much narrower than the exp
FIG. 5. Orientationally averaged dissociation probabilities for thej 050, 3,
and 4 rotational states. A functional fit to the experimentally observed
socation probability is shown~Ref. 57!.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice-
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mental curve but the saturation values of 0.5~theory! and
0.39 ~experiment! are in fairly good agreement. Comparin
Figs. 2 and 6 shows that dissociation occurs at lower tra
lational energies for vibrationally excited molecules th
those in the ground state. This occurs because some o
energy initially in vibrational motion is converted to energ
along the reaction path and can be used to cross the d
ciation barrier in the products channel.14–16 The fraction of
the vibrational energy used to cross the barrier is quanti
using the vibrational efficacy
k5
E0~0!2E0~1!
E~n51!2E~n50!
, ~12!
whereE0~n! is the dissociation threshold for the initial vibra
tional staten and E~n! is the energy of gas-phase H2 in
vibrational staten. The values ofE0~0!50.47 eV and
E0~1!50.15 eV are determined from Figs. 2 and 6, resp
tively. These values are approximate because of the un
tainty in the saturation values and the amount of structure
the theoretical curve. The separation of the gas-phasen50
andn51 vibrational levels for the interaction potential use
is 0.504 eV. This produces a value ofk50.64, which is the
same as that derived from the experiments.57 Calculations for
H2/Cu~100! using a 4D model that included translation pa
allel to the surface but omitted rotational motion yield
k50.75.38 For comparison purposes, the dissociation pro
ability computed using a 2D model18 with u590° andf50°
are shown in Fig. 6. As was the case for the ground vib
tional state, the dynamical threshold for then51 vibrational
state is shifted to a lower energy and the saturation valu
greater than for the 4D model. The vibrational efficacy co
puted from the 2D results is 0.48.
The curve in Fig. 6 that was computed using the 4
model shows a great deal of structure that can be attribu
to resonances because of the rapid changes of phase o
tain S-matrix elements as the energy changes. We have
attempted to analyze these features in detail. The wave fu
-
FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental and computed 2D and 4D dissocia
probabilities for molecules in then051 state.No. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadtion for this initial state was propagated for twice as long
those for the ground vibrational states. Small changes in
probabilities are still observed near the resonances, ind
ing some uncertainty in the details of the curves at th
energies. However, the overall shape of the curve did
change significantly as the propagation time increased.
The final-state distribution of H2 molecules that survive
the collision with the surface and scatter back into the
phase is of interest, also. Figure 7 shows the probabilities
vibrational excitation for H2 incident in the j 050, ~j 053,
mj 0 5 0!, and~j 053,mj 0 5 3! rotational states. The probabil
ties plotted are summed over all open rotational states of
n51 final vibrational state. These curves indicate that
probabilities for vibrational excitation are significant. A
though the n51, j50 channel is energetically open
Ei50.504 eV for j 050, the probability for vibrational exci-
tation does not become nonzero untilEi50.55 eV. The prob-
ability eventually reaches a maximum of about 0.12. T
probabilities for H2 incident in thej 053 states are slightly
lower in magnitude. The vibrational excitation probability
an order of magnitude greater than that predicted in our
lier 2D model for bridge-to-hollow dissociation using th
same potential.18 This indicates that rotational motion~i.e.,
allowing the molecule to sample orientations whereuÞ90°!
has a strong effect on the dynamics of vibrational excitati
Experimental measurements of vibrational excitation pr
abilities on this system have yet to be made. However, la
excitation probabilities were observed in the scattering of2
and D2 from Cu~111!.
7,59 Large probabilities of vibrationa
deexcitation~n51→0! were observed for H2 on Cu~110!.60
The results of these calculations are consistent with the
havior observed on these surfaces.
To better understand the reasons for the differences
tween the amount of vibrational elasticity predicted by t
2D and 4D models, a series of 2D calculations were p
formed in which the anglesu and f were kept fixed at a
number of different values. In the first calculations scatter
FIG. 7. Dependence of vibrational excitation probabilities on incident tra
lational energy for H2 incident in the j 050, ~j 053, mj 050!, and ~j 053,
mj 053! rotational states.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lices
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with f50° ~bridge-to-hollow! was examined for differen
values ofu. The probabilities for vibrational excitation an
dissociation are shown in Fig. 8. Strictly speaking, dissoc
tion should occur only foru590° in a 2D model since for
tilted orientations at the surface the Pauli repulsion increa
with increasing bond length because one of the H ato
moves down into the surface as the other moves away f
the surface. Thus, even if sufficient energy is available
lengthen the bond near the surface initially, ultimately t
PES becomes repulsive, the atoms recombine and sc
back into the gas phase. However, in the computatio
model used here, an optical potential absorbs the wave fu
tion when the bond length is extended beyond 4.8a0 The
vibrational excitation and dissociation probabilities com
puted using the 2D model, therefore, depend on the loca
of the optical potential. Examination of the qualitative b
havior of the 2D model lends insight into the results of t
4D model calculations, however. In the 4D calculations, d
sociation can occur for slightly tilted orientations, althou
the barrier will be higher, since even after the barrier
crossed, the molecule can rotate into a lower energy con
mation with u590°. Figure 8~a! shows that within the 2D
-
FIG. 8. Probabilities for~a! dissociation and~b! vibrational excitation for
different orientations of the molecular bond in 2D calculations withf50°.No. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadmodel asu decreases from 90° the dissociation thresh
increases. This is understandable since the lowest diss
tion barrier occurs foru590°. For tilted orientations, the
barrier is higher since the Pauli repulsion between the
face and the H atom nearest the surface increases to a gr
extent than the repulsion between the surface and the oth
atom decreases. The calculations indicate that even t
molecules can cross the barrier and dissociate if suffic
energy is available. This is consistent with a picture of d
sociation occurring for molecules oriented within a range
angles centered aroundu590°.
Turning next to Fig. 8~b!, we see that vibrational excita
tion is observed for translational energies greater than 0.
eV, which is the excitation energy for this transition. Excit
tion probabilities foru590° and 85° are quite small for a
energies examined with a maximum value of only 0.02. F
ure 8~a! shows that the dissociation probabilities are n
unity for these angles for energies greater than the excita
energy. Large vibrational excitation probabilities are seen
u580° and 75° near the energetic threshold and foru570° at
higher energies. Although probabilities are not shown he
vibrational excitation is seen for values ofu down to 60°.
To explain theu dependence of the vibrational excitatio
probability, the PES for bridge-to-hollow dissociation
shown for bothu590° andu575° in Fig. 9. Tilting the mol-
ecule is seen to have two effects:~i! the barrier may become
later or even disappear, the potential becoming purely re
sive for larger values, and~ii ! due to the increased Pau
repulsion, the reaction path shows a greater degree of cu
ture as the molecule approaches the surface. Previous m
calculations56 have shown that a PES that effectively caus
vibrational excitation shows essentially these two featu
The high curvature in the reaction path provides the coup
necessary to excite the mode perpendicular to the reac
path. If the barrier is later~or if the potential along the reac
tion path is rather flat, though increasingly repulsive, with
barrier because there is no minimum at the products si!,
there will be more time for the coupling to effect the excit
tion before the barrier is reached~if there is a barrier
present!. This excitation may then result in reflection off th
barrier or off the purely repulsive potential, and if the mo
perpendicular to the reaction path is not deexcited during
descent of the reaction path, the molecule will emerge b
to the gas phase in a vibrationally excited state.
In the second series of 2D calculations, collisions w
f590° ~bridge-to-top! for different values ofu were exam-
ined. The vibrational excitation probabilities for this orient
tion were significantly smaller than those forf50°. The
probabilities do not become nonzero until the translatio
energy nears 0.85 eV, reaching a maximum value of 0.1
Ei50.94 eV foru590°. Note this is at the upper end of th
energy range of the 4D results shown in Fig. 7. Dissociat
probabilities for the 2D model with the bridge-to-top orie
tation were very small for all energies examined. Compa
son of these results with those from the 2D bridge-to-holl
collisions indicates that the dissociation and vibrational
citation seen in the 4D calculations result primarily froJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬liced
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collisions in which the molecular axis is oriented appro
mately toward the hollow sites.
Whether or not reaction and vibrational excitation occ
in similar or in different regions of the PES has been t
subject of some controversy. Observing similarities in t
energy dependence of these two processes, Rettneret al.7
first suggested that these processes should occur in sim
regions of the PES. This idea was considered in subseq
dynamics calculations by Darling and Holloway61 using a
fixed-site 2D model. Within this model, using differen
model potentials, they were not able to reproduce the rela
positions of the experimental values of the dynamical thre
olds for reaction57 and vibrational excitation7 for H2 scatter-
ing of Cu~111!. From their results, they suggested that re
tion and vibrational excitation should occur primarily o
different surface sites. With the potentials they used~where
vibrational excitation was efficient also foru590°!, no major
difference was found in the relative positions of the thre
olds when a rotational degree of freedom was added to
model.
Subsequently, the influence of parallel translational m
FIG. 9. Contour plots~labels in eV! are shown for the PES as a function o
the molecule–surface distance,Z, and the H–H distance,r for ~a! u590°
and ~b! u575°.No. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadtion on vibrational excitation was considered by us,37,38 em-
ploying a 4D model in which the orientation of the molecu
was kept fixed atu590°. Consistent with the suggestion
Darling and Holloway, vibrational excitation was found
occur almost exclusively in collisions near top sites, react
being more efficient in collisions with the bridge and hollo
sites. In our first paper,37 we have argued that it should b
possible to generalize our results to a model including ro
tions. This was done by considering the influence of co
sions in which the molecular axis is almost perpendicula
the surface, which should lead to neither reaction nor vib
tional excitation. However, we did not consider the possib
ity that collisions in which the molecular axis is tilte
slightly out of the orientation parallel to the surface mig
produce very different results, as is here seen to be the
for collisions with the reactive bridge site.
While the present results clearly show that vibration
excitation may also occur in collisions with the reacti
bridge site, we note that collisions with the top site may s
be more effective in a model also considering the rotati
~because collisions withu590° cause vibrational excitatio
also for this site, and it is likely that slightly tilted orienta
tions will also be effective in causing vibrational excitation!.
Whether this is the case will be the topic of a future 6
study, which will also present results of fixed-site calcu
tions for impacts on the top and hollows sites. We note th
even in the present 4D calculations, reaction and vibratio
excitation occur most efficiently in different regions of th
PES, in the sense that collisions withu590° are most effec-
tive in causing reaction, while collisions with slightly tilte
orientations are most effective in causing vibrational exc
tion. However, the issue of where on the PES these
processes occur appears to be more subtle and less cle
than suggested by previous studies.7,37,38,61In particular, vi-
brational excitation is here seen to occur also in collisio
with the most reactive site.
Before considering rotational excitation, we briefly tu
to the resonances that are clearly seen in the 2D calcula
with u fixed at values other than 90°@Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#,
and also in the 4D calculations~e.g., Figs. 2 and 6!. While it
would be interesting to consider the physics responsible
the resonances, we have not done so in the present w
However, we wish to stress that the resonances should
result from the procedure used in fitting the potential. As w
discussed in Ref. 39, due to the use of switching functio
the 2D potentials on which the 4D potential used in this wo
is based~see Sec. II! are not completely smooth. This can b
seen in the functional dependence of the potential on
reaction path coordinate, which exhibits small features t
are artifacts produced by the use of switching functions~see
Fig. 6 of Ref. 39 and the accompanying discussion in t
work!. However, as discussed in Ref. 39, the ‘‘size’’ of th
features is very small, as is the extent of coordinate sp
over which they occur~much smaller than the waveleng
that may be associated with nuclear motion!. For this reason,
it is very unlikely that trapping in these features could cau
the resonances seen in some of the figures presented in
work.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬licen
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Probabilities for rotational transitions into the gas-pha
statesj 850,2,4 andj 856,8,10 for j 050 are compared with
the dissociation probability in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, respec-
tively. Probabilities for rotationally inelastic scattering ca
be quite large, reaching nearly unity, for energies below
dissociation threshold. Such large probabilities for rotatio
excitation of H2 in low-energy scattering are not typica
Other computational models for dissociation predict sign
cant rotational excitation only for energies at or above
dynamical threshold for dissociation.20,28,30 Computational
models for nonreactive scattering typically yield small pro
abilities for rotational excitation of H2 at low collision
energies.41,62,63 Our results for rotational excitation are i
broad agreement with recent measurements of high rotati
excitation probabilities~j50→2! in scattering of D2 from
Cu~100! at low collision energies~,0.3 eV! at off-normal
incidence.64
Rotationally inelastic scattering continues to be imp
tant as the dissociation channel opens up. Figure 10~b! indi-
cates large probabilities for scattering into rotational sta
with large j quantum numbers for energies above the dis
FIG. 10. Comparison of the translational energy dependence of the
tional transition and dissociation probabilities for~a! j 850, 2, 4 and
~b! j 856, 8, 10.No. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloadciation threshold. Previous computational studies report
nificant rotational inelasticity accompanying dissociatio
but the reported populations of scattered molecules in higj
levels are smaller than those predicted here.30 Rotational ex-
citation accompanying dissociation has previously been
plained using a ‘‘gap’’ model,65 which considered an inci
dent wave function representing an isotropic rotatio
distribution of molecules. As the wave function reaches
surface, the contribution representing molecules lying pa
lel to the surface dissociates. The remaining portion of
wave function scatters back into the gas phase and is fo
to have a significant population of rotationally excited stah-
ng
yp
e
io
en
na
ra
p
a
fo
o
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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when projected onto rotor states. The high rotational ine
ticity seen here for energies below the dissociation thresh
and large populations seen for highj states that accompan
dissociation suggest that ‘‘mechanical’’ excitation due
strong rotational anisotropy of the potential is also playing
important role here.
The H2 molecules scattered back into the gas phase
be analyzed in terms of their rotational alignment, whi
describes the distribution of the orientation of the rotatio
angular momentum vector. Following Corey an
Alexander,66 the quadrupole moment,Aj 8
2 , is computed asAj 8
2
~E8!5
5~21!22 j 8(m
j8
~21!mj8S j 82mj8 j 8mj8 20D uS000→ j 8mj8n8~E8!u2
~2 j 811!21/2(m
j8
uS000→ j 8mj8n8~E8!u
2 . ~13!tion
gies
In
the
eir
ace
red
he
hat
ol-
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rom
ver,
gy
gap
ered
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the
t
cal-
r-
the
ion
omIf Aj 8
2
5 0, themj8 values are distributed in an isotropic fas
ion. If Aj 8
2
5 22.5, the molecules are predominately rotati
in a plane perpendicular to the surface with a cartwheel-t
motion andmj8 5 0. Similarly, if Aj 8
2
5 5 the molecules are
aligned withmj8 5 j 8 and the rotation will be as nearly in th
plane of the surface as possible in a helicopter-type mot
Figure 11 shows the quadrupole moment for two differ
final rotational states as a function of incident translatio
energy. The incident molecules were in the ground rovib
tional state. The polarization of the reflected molecules
strongly dependent on the translational energy. For exam
at the lowest energies shown, the scatteredj 852 molecules
are rotating primarily in a cartwheel manner~Dmj50!. As
the energy increases, the distribution becomes isotropic
then is heavily weighted toward helicopter-type motion
E850.27 eV. Further oscillations are seen as the energy c
FIG. 11. Polarization ratio for final rotational statesj 8 as a function of
incident translational energy.e
n.
t
l
-
is
le,
nd
r
n-
tinues to increase. The energy dependence of the polariza
of the j 854 state is similar to that of thej 852 state.
The polarization of thej 858 rotational state, which is
representative of states that are populated only for ener
above the dissociation threshold, is qualitatively different.
particular,Aj8
2 is greater than zero forj 858 for all incident
energies shown in Fig. 11. Molecules scattered into
j 856, 8, and 10 states tend to come off the surface with th
angular momentum vector pointing more toward the surf
normal, i.e., with helicopterlike rotation.
Figure 11 also shows the total polarization of scatte
H2 molecules, computed by including summations overj 8 in
the numerator and denominator of Eq.~13!. The total polar-
ization is negative only for energies less than 0.25 eV. T
total polarization for low energies is less negative than t
of the j 852 state because of the significant fraction of m
ecules that are scattered elastically into thej 850 state; these
molecules are, by definition unpolarized. At higher collisi
energies, there is a preference for molecules to scatter f
the surface as helicopters rather than cartwheels. Howe
the distribution is close to isotropic for most of the ener
range above the dynamic threshold. In contrast, the
model as applied to flat surfaces predicts that the scatt
molecules should rotate in a cartwheel fashion. This sugg
that the gap model should be modified for the case where
PES is also strongly corrugated inf, but it also suggests tha
‘‘mechanical’’ rotational excitation~caused simply by the
anisotropy of the PES! is very important here.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Results have been presented of quantum dynamical
culations on the reaction of H2 on Cu~100!, employing a 4D
fixed-site model in which the impact site is fixed to the su
face bridge site. The model allows one to investigate
influence of the rotations of the molecule on the dissociat
dynamics in a qualitative fashion. The PES used came frNo. 10, 8 March 1997
nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloaddensity functional calculations that were performed with
the generalized gradient approximation, using a slab re
sentation of the surface.
The computed dissociation probabilities are in reas
able agreement with curves obtained from an analysis of
perimental measurements. The saturation values and v
tional efficacy are in good agreement with the experim
but the computed dynamical thresholds are too low by ab
0.1 eV. Also, the computed dissociation curve for H2 in the
ground rovibrational state is narrower. These differen
arise, in part, from neglect of translational motion parallel
the surface. In a 6D calculation the effective barrier hei
should increase because of the additional zero-point en
associated with motion inX and Y. The variation of the
barrier height with the impact site should broaden the co
puted curve, which should have the effect of pushing
dynamical threshold up further. Another possible source
the disagreement is in the PES, but we note that the pre
4D result~a dynamical threshold which istoo lowby 0.1 eV!
is not unexpected. A more conclusive verdict on the ac
racy of the PES can only be given in 6D calculations, wh
we hope to perform in the near future.
Large probabilities for vibrational excitation are pr
dicted, similar in magnitude to those seen in experiments
scattering from other copper surfaces. The calculations i
cate that vibrational excitation and dissociation can occu
the same site, though with different efficiencies for differi
orientations. In particular, reaction is most efficient f
u590°, while vibrational excitation occurs most efficient
for tilted orientations. Calculations using a 4D model treat
translational motion parallel to the surface, but omitting
tation, predicted similar probabilities for vibrational excit
tion but suggested that vibrational excitation should oc
almost exclusively in collisions with top sites while reactio
should be more efficient above the bridge and hollow si
The new results show that the issue of where on the P
vibrational excitation and reaction occur is more subtle,
that vibrational excitation is here seen to be effective also
collisions with the most reactive site.
Large probabilities for rotationally inelastic scatterin
accompany dissociation. The rotational inelasticity may
substantial, leading even to the population of thej58 and
j510 states. Molecules excited to highj states rotate pre
dominantly with helicopter-type motion. The high level
rotational inelasticity is caused at least in part by the stro
anisotropy inu andf of the potential.
The dynamical threshold for dissociation shifts to high
translational energies as thej 0 rotational quantum number o
the incident H2 increases. State-resolved experimental dis
ciation probabilities are not available for the Cu~100! surface
but this behavior is observed also for Cu~111! for low j . The
model predicts that dissociation probabilities for molecu
with helicoptering and cartwheel rotational motions are co
parable. This is consistent with the experimental observa
of an isotropic distribution of D2 associatively desorbed from
Cu~111!, but inconsistent with results of earlier calculatio
that predicted much larger reaction probabilities for the
licopter rotation. Although the detailed experimental meJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ed¬15¬Mar¬2011¬to¬130.37.129.78.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬licee-
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surements needed to confirm many of these predictions
not always available for the Cu~100! surface, it is encourag
ing that the predictions are in qualitative agreement w
experiments on other Cu surfaces, where available. Ne
theless, confirmation of many of the predictions presen
here will require additional experimental measurements
he H21Cu~100! system and we hope that such experime
will be performed.
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